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In a blog post earlier this year, we discussed the outlook from a Financial Times article entitled “The BRICs Are Dead, Long
Live the TICKs.”The term “BRICs,” which refers to Brazil, Russia, India and China, was coined by Jim O’Neill during his
time at Goldman Sachs. “TICKs” stands for Taiwan, India, China and South Korea and is a newer term meant to capture the
growth of more high tech, entrepreneurial industries in emerging markets. How Has the BRICs vs TICKs Paradigm
Shifted? When the Financial Times article was published on January 28, 2016, global equity markets were in turmoil. Since
that date:1 • The price of one barrel of Brent Crude oil went from $33.89 to $46.97, an increase of almost 39%. • Led by the
Materials and Energy sectors, the MSCI Emerging Markets Indexrallied more than 28%. • Commodities, as measured by
the S&P GSCI Index, were up almost 10%. This conflagration of factors has pushed the advantage to the BRICs—
especially Brazil and Russia— in 2016, markets known for large companies in the Energy and Materials sectors.The
WisdomTree Emerging Markets High Dividend Index tilts heavily toward the BRICs, predominantly through healthy
exposures to energy and materials companies in Brazil and Russia. It has been one of our top-performing equity indexes in
2016. On the opposite side of the emerging markets spectrum is the WisdomTree Strong Dollar Emerging Markets Equity
Index (WTEMSD), which we were writing about back in May as the best exemplification of TICKs-tilted exposure due to the
2 Energy
fact that more than 75% of W TEMSD weights are allocated to three of the TICKS—Taiwan, India and South Korea.
and Materials—the best sector performers in emerging markets in 2016—are also excluded from W TEMSD, as they are
viewed as more vulnerable to a rising U.S. dollar environment. Emphasizing the BRICs Has Outperformed in 2016

What’s Next for Emerging
Markets? While this may be the toughest question to conclusively answer, it is among the most important to consider. We
can think about a few potential scenarios: Scenario One: The Rally Continues During the month of July 2016, we saw an
interesting phenomenon:3 • The price of a barrel of Brent Crude oil went from $49.68 to $42.46, a decline of over 14%. •
The Materials sector was up 9.68%, but Energy was up only 2.88%. Still, all 10 sectors were positive, giving investors an
interesting data point, as many would have initially expected that a significant drop in oil would be a big headwind to
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emerging market equities. • The WisdomTree Emerging Markets High Dividend Index—which at present emphasizes
Energy and Materials—was up nearly 6%, outperforming the MSCI Emerging Markets Index by almost a full percentage
point. • Because Information Technology was actually the second best-performing sector in the MSCI Emerging Markets
Index during the month (representing nearly 39% of the W T Strong Dollar Emerging Markets Equity Index over the period),
the W T Strong Dollar Emerging Markets Equity Index actually also outperformed the MSCI Emerging Markets Index over the
period. While this scenario may not occur, it does speak to some robustness that an initial decline in oil didn’t lead to big
negative performance, at least not yet. Scenario Two: The Rally Breaks and Emerging Market Equities Correct With
the negative performance of recent years (2013, 2014 and 2015)4, the thought of a potential correction is not yet far from
investors’ minds. We would note a few items to remember, in the event of a correction: • Corrections and “risk-off”
environments have tended to be characterized by a strengthening U.S. dollar, especially against emerging market
currencies. • The WisdomTree Strong Dollar Emerging Markets Equity Index was created to access emerging markets in
a way that is less vulnerable to a rising dollar yet that would not have to pay expensive hedging costs due to the high interest
rates of emerging markets. • In looking at the underlying constituents of the WisdomTree Strong Dollar Emerging Markets
Equity Index, we can see that the beta—the potential sensitivity to movements in the MSCI Emerging Markets Index—is
approximately 0.82.5 How is this achieved? The answer lies in avoiding the relatively higher-beta sectors of Energy and
Materials, while also putting significant exposure in Information Technology and Consumer Discretionary. The current
narrative for emerging markets has been reliant on a relatively weak U.S. dollar and rising commodity prices, which favors
the BRICs over the TICKs, and the WisdomTree Emerging Markets High Dividend Index in particular.
For those who view
the future as more TICKs oriented and less centered on the BRICs, the WisdomTree Strong Dollar Emerging Markets
Equity Index is a worthy unique representation of stocks for a shifting focus in emerging market strategies, in our view.
1Sources for bullets: WisdomTree, Bloomberg, with data for period 1/28/16–8/12/16. 2Sources: WisdomTree, Standard &
Poor’s, with data as of 8/12/16. 3Sources for bullets: WisdomTree, Bloomberg, with data for period 6/30/16–7/31/16.
4Source: Bloomberg. Universe of emerging market equities is the MSCI Emerging Markets Index.5Source: Bloomberg, with
beta measured against the MSCI Emerging Markets Index for a one-year horizon, measured as of 8/12/16.
Important Risks Related to this Article

Investments in emerging, offshore or frontier markets are generally less liquid and less efﬁcient than investments in
developed markets and are subject to additional risks, such as risks of adverse governmental regulation and intervention
or political developments.
For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook
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MSCI Emerging Markets Index : a broad market cap-weighted Index showing performance of equities across 23
emerging market countries defined as “emerging markets” by MSCI.
S&P GSCI Index : leading measure of general commodity price movements and performance over time.
Hedge : Making an investment to reduce the risk of adverse price movements in an asset. Normally, a hedge consists of
taking an offsetting position in a related security, such as a futures contract.
Interest rates : The rate at which interest is paid by a borrower for the use of money.
Beta : A measure of the volatility of a security or a portfolio in comparison to a benchmark. In general, a beta less than 1
indicates that the investment is less volatile than the benchmark, while a beta more than 1 indicates that the investment
is more volatile than the benchmark.
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